Decision Tree for Early Alert

Is the student earning less than a C in your class?

- YES
  - Does the student struggle with writing assignments?
    - YES
      - Issue a Writing Tutoring Alert
    - YES
      - Is the student struggling with the content of your course?
        - YES
          - Issue a Content Tutoring Alert
        - YES
          - Issue an English Language Tutoring Alert
  - YES
    - Continue to remind students to use your office hours

Please check the CLAS webpage for current tutoring offerings:
Decision Tree for Early Alert

Is the student missing class?
- YES
  - Has the student missed 2 or more weeks of class without communicating with instructor?
    - YES
      - Issue an Excessive Absences Alert
    - NO
      - Faculty outreach in class or via email

- NO
  - Is the student missing assignments?
    - YES
      - Is the student missing 25% or more of coursework?
        - YES
          - Issue a Missing Assignments Alert
        - NO
          - Faculty outreach in class or via email
    - NO
      - Faculty outreach in class or via email

Is the student struggling to engage with the course?
- YES
  - Issue an Academic Engagement Alert

Continue to remind students to use your office hours